VIDEO INTERCOM KIT

The adorne Wireless Video Intercom Kit includes one exterior video doorbell camera and one interior intercom unit to receive camera images, so you can see who's at the front door from multiple locations in your home.

View our FAQ page to learn more.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

- Includes one exterior video doorbell camera and one interior intercom unit to receive camera images.
- The video doorbell camera transmits images from the front door to every intercom unit throughout the home, and each interior unit can communicate with other interior units via audio.
- The camera can be powered via its long-life battery unit, but can also use existing doorbell wiring. It includes an extender cable to allow you to easily mount the unit at camera height and connect it to wiring in the doorbell opening.
- Includes a power cable and must be plugged into an existing outlet. It can be surface-mounted to the wall, or placed on a tabletop through use of the integrated easel back.
- Additional interior intercom units can be added to the system and connected wirelessly to existing units.
- System limit is three interior intercom units per system.

SPECIFICATIONS

GENERAL INFO
Color: Magnesium/Black
Type: Residential

LISTING AGENCIES/THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATIONS
UN SPSC: 43221525

DIMENSIONS
Depth (US): Video Door Unit: 1.60”; Receiving Station: 1.14”
Height (US): Video Door Unit: 5.16”; Receiving Station: 5.16”
The adorne Wireless Video Intercom Kit includes one exterior video doorbell camera and one interior intercom unit to receive camera images, so you can see who's at the front door from multiple locations in your home. View our FAQ page to learn more.

Includes one exterior video doorbell camera and one interior intercom unit to receive camera images. The video doorbell camera transmits images from the front door to every intercom unit throughout the home, and each interior unit can communicate with other interior units via audio. The camera can be powered via its long-life battery unit, but can also use existing doorbell wiring. It includes an extender cable to allow you to easily mount the unit at camera height and connect it to wiring in the doorbell opening.

Includes a power cable and must be plugged into an existing outlet. It can be surface-mounted to the wall, or placed on a tabletop through use of the integrated easel back. Additional interior intercom units can be added to the system and connected wirelessly to existing units. System limit is three interior intercom units per system.

**TECHNICAL INFORMATION**

- Color: Magnesium/Black
- Type: Residential
- LISTING AGENCIES/THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATIONS
  - UN SPSC: 43221525
- DIMENSIONS
  - Depth (US): Video Door Unit: 1.60”; Receiving Station: 1.14”
  - Height (US): Video Door Unit: 5.16”; Receiving Station: 5.16”
  - Width (US): Video Door Unit: 2.24”; Receiving Station: 5.51”
- TECHNICAL INFORMATION
  - Frequency: 2.4 GHz
  - Rated Voltage: Power: 5V @ 1 Amp, 5W: Doorbell Wiring Adapter/Battery Pack Adapter
  - Supported Standards: FCC Part 15 Subpart C and IC